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Understanding drivers of usage for financial products and services is important for (long-term) savings, as few youth and young adults save, and even fewer do so through formal financial services institutions. There is also a significant gender gap, as is the case with other financial products. The low uptake and usage of formal savings products are largely due to the current offering simply not being attractive, user-friendly and flexible enough to meet young adults’ needs. While many financial products are envisioned to be gender neutral in design, men and women do engage differently with financial products and services, and there is a need for the financial sector to acknowledge this in the design of their products.¹

InvestXD has developed a platform for long-term savings (in the form of investments) that targets young adults in Ghana. Through a mixed-method approach to analysing their unique collection of client data, they have uncovered specific investment preferences that women have, such as goal-setting. They are meeting these preferences in client-centric ways that deliberately play into the unique ways that women engage with financial services.²

The company: InvestXD
InvestXD was founded in 2017 by a Pan-African team – consisting of Richard Yao Baku (CEO) from Ghana, Andrew Nduati (CTO) from Kenya and Emmanuel Akin-Awokoya (CPO) from Nigeria. The founders met while enrolled at the Meltwater Entrepreneurial School of Technology (MEST), and the idea for InvestXD came forth from their own challenges when trying to invest.

“[W]e would go into town to visit different banks and financial institutions to understand their rates and make informed decisions. And boy, was this time-consuming! This does not factor [in] returning to the bank with the completed investment form and waiting in yet another queue to invest into your account.”³

InvestXD’s vision is to empower its customers with tools that enable them to take charge of their personal finances, and to make saving worthwhile for everyone by making it simple to do and highly rewarding. Its target market is young professionals in Ghana.

The challenge: Low uptake of investment products
The challenge as observed and experienced by InvestXD was that of an onerous and time-consuming investment process that was difficult to understand. This means that young adults in Ghana and elsewhere do not engage with formal, long-term investment products as much as they would like to. Young women face specific additional barriers, which contribute to a gender gap in the (already low) uptake of investment products.

The solution: Digital investment platform

The InvestXD platform provides clients with access to a variety of long-term and short-term investment products. At the time of writing, InvestXD had 11 investment products on its platform (one fixed deposit, one equity, one agricultural investment, six mutual funds and three unit trusts). They are also actively increasing this number, for instance by including the recent MTN IPO as an investment option. The minimum investment required is GHS20 (USD5), with monthly top-ups of GHS5 (USD1.25). InvestXD has done the legwork of gathering and comparing the data on performance and cost of all investments included. This allows clients to easily select the most appropriate investment product for them by toggling the amount they would like to invest, and the preferred duration of the investment.

Additional value is provided through InvestXD’s curated financial education content. Focusing both on the basics of saving and investing and on the specific products that are on offer through InvestXD, the learning platform guides users through case studies of individuals like them and through their investment journey.

See www.investxd.com/mtn
The data: A client-centric approach to user research

During the DataHack4FI Innovation Award competition, InvestXD set out to better understand the experience of its different client segments. For this, it employed a mixed-method, data-driven approach. It used the following data resources for its in-depth customer insights:

- **Customer data and demographics.** From its database of customer information (including, among others, residential location, demographics and education), combined with the data on investments made by its customers, InvestXD gained insights about its customer profiles and usage trends.

- **Online user behaviour data.** Using Google Analytics and FullStory, the team analysed patterns of user behaviour on their website and app. From this they gained insights into their customers’ general usage journey on the platform, as well as those pages or steps that specifically posed problems for customers.

- **Social media engagement data.** Using Twitter, bit.ly and Facebook Analytics, InvestXD analysed the engagements with their content on social media. This showed the team which topics sparked the most attention, and what type of questions individuals had about the different topics presented.

- **Market research.** Through customer calls and emails, the team analysed qualitative data about customer investment needs and challenges.

InvestXD benefited from using these data sources in conjunction with an exploratory data analysis approach. The team was able to understand differences in engagement and needs between client segments.

Moreover, the questions asked of the data were particularly client-centric, as opposed to dealing with questions around InvestXD’s performance as an organisation. The DataHack4FI mentor encouraged the InvestXD team to move beyond understanding their own performance to actively seeking the customer’s perspective. This led them to realise that there is a big difference between their male customers’ experience and their female customers’ experience.

The future: Adjustments to better meet women’s investment needs

From their analysis, the InvestXD team gleaned certain key insights, which they are responding to with adjustments to their product. These adjustments speak to specific behavioural dynamics that have been confirmed by research, meaning that these changes are likely to have a significant impact on their number of female users and their investments on the platform. See Figure 1 for an overview.

The DataHack4FI mentor encouraged the InvestXD team to move beyond understanding their own performance to actively seeking the customer’s perspective. This led them to realise that there is a big difference between their male customers’ experience and their female customers’ experience.
86% of InvestXD users are men. There continues to be a great need for increased financial education around investments. There is no tailored investment product for women. Women indicated that they preferred to save for specific goals, or in group settings.

**Insights**

**Adjustments**

**Goal-based investment.** Responding to women’s needs and requests, InvestXD is in the process of adjusting their platforms to enable young women to earmark objectives and save conveniently towards them.

**Group-savings feature.** Informed by women’s comments and requests during their data-collection phase, InvestXD is creating a platform that leverages mobile money to enable women to save collectively towards (earmarked) goals.

**Behavioural dynamics**

**Financial education for increased take-up and usage.** The information sessions on social media and at workplaces answer questions specifically raised by women through the data analysis, and they are updated continuously through the engagements during these sessions. It has been identified that women who receive financial education are almost 10% more likely to increase their take-up and usage of financial services.

**Increased relatedness with investing and InvestXD.** Relatedness has been identified as a key driver of usage: Consumers need to feel that their lifestyles, aspirations and challenges are understood by providers and reflected in the services and products offered.

**Peer influences leading to greater uptake and usage.** The workplace events and group savings functionality contribute to this. It has been observed that women are more likely to take up financial products when they observe their female peers doing so, and this effect is stronger for women than men.

**Earmarking of savings has been shown to increase savings regularity and amounts in various instances.**

---

10 Ibid.
This case study is part of the DataHack4FI Innovation Award competition Season 2 series. It describes the solution as developed by the tech startup and its partnered data fellows during the competition. The competition brings together data enthusiasts and financial service providers to promote the use of data-driven decision-making in financial inclusion. Find out more about the competition at datahack4fi.org.
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